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Celebrations...
The children have explored Diwali including making traditional foods, rangoli patterns and diya lamps. Whilst exploring Diwali the 
children talked about events that they celebrate including birthdays, Easter, Halloween and Christmas. They noticed similarities and 
differences between their celebrations and Diwali as they learnt about different cultural celebrations.
The children have made a doctors surgery outside, collaborating and elaborating on each other's ideas to develop their game co-
operatively sharing resources and taking on new roles together as they develop an understanding of 'doctor experiences' they have each 
had.
The children have helped with the gardening and cutting back plants for winter and clearing weeds to make space for plants to grow. In 
doing so they have been developing their understanding of seasonal changes, life cycles of plants and their understanding of the
importance of using scissors and tools safely.
We have been delighted by the creativity that the children have displayed in their exploration of our loose parts this week. We have 
seen social learning at it's best, as the children have observed, talked and built on each other's ideas, problem solving to make their 
creations. A chocolate factory has been made, an exercise platform, a car park, a builders yard, a home for some ducks and so much 
more. This creative, playful way of learning and problem solving will give the children so many transferable skills.
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Important things to bring to Pre-School
We go outside in all weather so please can you bring wellies, outdoor shoes and slippers 

for inside. A coat and warm clothing are a must. A change of clothes just in case. A 
labelled bottle of water, healthy snack (fruit or vegetables) and a lunchbox if staying 

for lunch.



Next week…

Is nursery rhyme week! We will be singing 
lots of nursery rhymes, new and old. 
Talking about our favourite nursery 
rhymes and developing lots of new 
language through rhyme.

Following the children's enthusiasm in 
preparing the garden for winter we will be 
planting some bulbs ready for spring. To 
complement our book of the week there 
will be porridge play with rhyming 
pictures and words hidden in it. The 
children have expressed an interest in 
shape so we will be further exploring this 
with a shape hunt.

• Sound of the week

• Our sound of the week will be 't' we will concentrate on correct speech formation and initial 
sound recognition by going on a sound hunt. We choose a sound of the week or listening skill to 
focus on with the children based on phase 1 and 2 of Letters and Sounds as well as 
developmental needs identified. There are supporting games and information about this 
at: http://www.letters-and-sounds.com/phase-2.html

• We focus on the sound a letter makes rather than the letter name as this supports early 
literacy skills and forms the basis for reading and spelling in primary school. Phonics has changed 
so much since most parents were taught so a refresh of pure sounds could help you to support 
your child when pronouncing sounds. Here is a video that demonstrates this much better than 
any written explanation could: https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=IwJx1NSineE

Book of the Week

Our book of the week will be 
The Magic Porridge Pot, this 

story has simple rhyming words 
to develop our understanding of 

rhyme whilst playing with 
porridge oats.

Number of the week

This week we will look at the 
numeral 1, representing 1,

Finding 1, 1 more than and 1 
less than. There is so much 

we can do with 1!
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